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: The December 1, 1966, Number 3 159 issue of the 2 
‘biweekly publication, “Politica,” that is printed by the ~°" ~~. 
"Talleres Graficos de Mexico” (The Graphic Offices of Mexico) 
at South 69-A, 402 Col. Banjidal, Mexico 13, The commercial . 
addreas is Bucareli 59, second floor, Mexico il. Its general 
director ia Manuel Marcue Pardinass Boris Rogen is its chief... 

' editor, hei net ri g Ak ety : 
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Pages 5-7 -— Ft ts ardent ‘~" thee pe 
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“The Devil's Friendship” yo 

we President and Mrs. Johnson's recent trip to Mexico 
is severely criticized in this article. The U.S. Chief of . 

"> State 4s said to have invited himself, after which he and et 
2 Diaz Ordaz indulged in the banal civilities of a state visit... 2 EN 

     

    

   

  

~ "A clever political ‘commentator summed up the general 
opinion on this meeting when he said: ‘It is pure fantasy tof 
believe that Johnson called on Gustavo Dias Ordaz to obtain 
his support for the U.8. war policy in Viet Nam. Johnson is 

° very content with the Mexican government's ambiguous statements 
-* 53 . about peace and negotiations which do not indicate that the 

1 
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ot real aggressor is U.S. imperialism. What Johnson wanted and 
."" 7 .What he again obtained was Gustavo Ordaz Dias’ agreement to 4 

attend the meeting of Latin American Presidents and guerrillas i 
‘with the chief of Yankee Amperialisa,*" Le . z 
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NOT 1 RECOZDED 

“Foreign Relations" © 499 JAN 17 1927 po 
oe “If You Raise Worms... Quy yor - . DT - pe 

3 ” cveethey will get slime all over you, This is the 
case with the Cuban ‘worms’ who have betrayed their country and 
wh6, for the most part, are unquestioning servants of Yankee 
imperialian..." Although living in the lap of luxury as the 
guests of the Mexican people, they form groups of spies and 
saboteurs who work against the best interests of Mexico. 
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ar! vo “ Controlied ‘by ‘the eran,’ ‘this | group of exiles sides 
with Johnson's policy of war in Vietnam in an attempt to get 
U.S. backing for its undertakings, In fact, the Cubans living 

_¢ in Mexico, the Mexican government and the Yankees are all 
_ * °° Working together against Communism, Even Mexican soil is 

“i > being used es @ base of operations against‘a free nation. . 
Ep Lt -- Prouyet, one of Diaz’ own officials, actually confirms the - 
“185 © fact that “the Mexican govornment has succeeded in rns the ng: 
wie the airport into ¥.B.1. and C.I.A. territory...é' The only air: % 

foute connecting Cuba to the continent is one that goes fron ~ 
Havana to Mexico City. In Mexico City, all Communist agents 
are photographed and then followed as soon as they arrive at ..... 
Central Airport. Mexico is practically under the control of | 
the U.8. State Departnont. o 
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. Pages 29, 20, 31 ? > bs» ry i 

@ United States" < . pore 

fons Killed President Konnedy?™. 

pent he wo : tt be Sie , pete, wes wae a 

pay Fe S American ‘public opinion ‘and the U.8. ‘press ‘are aaking as 
ae .for*a reopening of the Kennedy assassination case, but Johnson’s' ~ 

ae “authority has kept Congress from asking for this revision. 

  

ape A public debate was ‘hed in San Diego between Joseph 
pe A. Ball and J. Wesley Liebeler, members of the Warren Commission, 

and Mark Lane and Edward Jay Epatein, researchers nnd novelists. 
"Epstein showed the serious contradictions between the autopsy 
certificate and the report issued by the FBI (The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation). The certificate states that the bullet which 
killed Kennedy entered through the back of hig neck and exited 
from his throat; and the FBI affirmed that the bullet wounded 
Kennedy below his shoulder, that it penetrated his body for about 
tho length of a finger and then exited to the front of the point 
of entry. Epstein believes that this discrepancy should be 
precinely clarified by Q@ group of doctors.” oe panth ee 
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woe Lane showed that the testinonies of many y important . 
witnesses were not accepted by the Commission, Among these of 
were: Charles Brehm, Mary Woodward, and Warren Reynolds. 
It was also revealed that 16 of the persons who had a direct 
or indirect connection with Kennedy’s death “died in a 

. suspicious and even mysterious manner.” “The FBI hastily 

  

“i; , @eclared that these deaths were investigated and that there . 
Cages was nothing mysterious about then.” z.0 ten & BPE S 

alyere 2s. megponsible authorities and public opinion are- 
, denanding that another investigation be opened since there 

are so many indications that _ Kennedy was the wictin of a vast 
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